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ABSTRACT 
A formula for the partitioned minimum-norm reflexive generalized inverse is 
applied to find the general symmetric solution X to the matrix equation AX = B. Also 
the dimension of the space of symmetric solutions is established. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Matrix equations with a symmetry condition on the solution were studied 
by Vetter (1975) and Magnus and Neudecker (1980). The approach taken in 
both papers [see also Magnus (1983)] is to use the symmetry condition to 
reduce the dimension of the vector of unknowns from n2 to n(n + 1)/2. 
With a device called the row deletion or elimination matrix one can then 
write a formula for the solution, which however is not very transparent. Here 
we propose to handle the symmetry condition as just another matrix equa- 
tion. Using a formula for the partitioned minimum-norm reflexive generalized 
inverse (Section 2), we derive the general symmetric solution X to the matrix 
equation AX = B in Section 3. The result inspires the formulation of a lemma 
which would be needed to derive the same formula in the elimination 
approach. Finally, in Section 4 the dimension of the solution space is derived. 
We restrict our discussion to real matrices. The generalization to the 
complex case is straightforward. 
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2. THE PARTITIONED MINIMUM-NORM REFLEXIVE 
GENERALIZED INVERSE 
Given an (m, n) matrix A, any (n, m) matrix G that satisfies (i) 
AGA = A is called a generalized inverse of A, and denoted A -. If also (ii) 
GAG = G, then G is called a reflexive generalized inverse of A. If G 
moreover satisfies (iii) GA is symmetric, then it is a minimum-norm reflexive 
generalized inverse, which we will denote as A-. If finally also (iv) AC is 
symmetric, then G is the (unique) Moore-Penrose inverse A+. 
The terminology follows Rao and Mitra (1971); Goldman and Zelen 
(1964) call A- a weak generalized inverse. For conciseness, we prefer the 
notation A- over Rao and Mitra’s A;, and Pringle and Rayner’s (1971) Age. 
Goldman and Zelen write A-, which we use for any generalized inverse. 
A rather complicated formula for the Moore-Penrose inverse of a parti- 
tioned matrix was given by Cline (1964). Pringle and Rayner (1971, Theorem 
3.3) give the partitioned least-squares reflexive generalized inverse, i.e. the 
inverse G with properties (i), (ii), and (iv). Theorem 1 states an analogous 
result for the partitioned minimum-norm reflexive generalized inverse. 
Goldman and Zelen (1964) show that any minimum-norm reflexive gener- 
alized inverse A- of A can be written as A’(AA’)-. The converse is easily 
checked, i.e. that for any choice of generalized inverse the expression 
A’( AA’) _ yields a minimum-norm reflexive generalized inverse of A [cf. also 
Pringle and Rayner (1971)]. We will use the first property in the proof of 
Lemma 1 below; both are used in proving our first theorem. 
THEOREM 1. For arbitrary U and V of equal row length, the general 
form of any minimum-norm reflexive generalized inverse of the partitioned 
matrix (U’ V’)’ is 
(u- -(I-u-U)V’Q_vu- j (Z-u-U)V’Q_), (1) 
where Q = V(Z - U - U)V’, and the same Q- is chosen in both submutrices. 
Proof. Analogous to that of Pringle and Rayner (1971, Theorem 3.3) for 
the partitioned least-squares reflexive generalized inverse. We also use the 
equivalence 
(I-U-U)V’Q- = [V(Z-U-U)] -. (2) 
Making the same choice for this expression in both submatrices is a condition 
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which is not explicitly stated’ by Pringle and Rayner (1971), but it is clearly 
required in their proof. The choice of the U - ‘s in (1) is free. n 
NOTE. If, in the sequel, we state equations like X - = Y, then this should 
be read as “a possible choice of minimum-norm reflexive generalized inverse 
of X is Y.” It does not necessarily mean that Y is the general form of any 
X-. 
3. THE SYMMETRIC SOLUTIONS OF AX = B 
The system AX = B, X = X ’ is rewritten as 
(3) 
where @ denotes the Kronecker product, the vet operator stacks the columns 
of a matrix, and K is the (n2, n2) permutation or commutation matrix [e.g. 
Magnus and Neudecker (1979)] which transforms vet X into vet X’. The 
matrix K is symmetric and orthogonal, and for (n, n) matrices X and Y gives 
K(X@Y) = (Y@X)K. 
Before stating our main result, we prove the following lemma: 
LEMMA 1. 
i :(I-K) 
x{(Z-A-A)@(Z-A-A)}). (4) 
Proof. First apply Theorem 1 with U= Z@A and V=(Z@A)K. We 
obtain 
Q- = [(zc~A)K{~~~(z-AY~)}K(~G~A~)] - 
=(I- A-A)c~+~A’)- (5) 
‘Cf. however their general discussion on notation (p. 7). 
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and 
j(ZZ&)-= (Z@A- i K{(Z- A-A)eA- }), (6) 
where we use A’( AA’)- = A-. Then apply Theorem 1 again, now with U ’ 
=(Z@A’iK(Z@A’)) andV=Z-K.Thisyields, infactchoosing Q- =Q+, 
Q- = [(I-K){(Z-A-A)@(Z-A-A)}(Z-K)]+ 
= ;(I-K){(z-A-A)B(Z-A-A)}, (7) 
and then the result of the lemma. W 
THEOREM 2. The system AX = B, X = X’ is consistent if and only if 
AA- B = B and AB’ = BA’. In that case it has the general solution 
X=A-B+(Z-A-A)(A-B)‘+(Z-A-A)Z(Z-A-A), (8) 
with Z an arbitrary symmetric (n, n) matrix. The minimum-rwnn solution 
results for Z = 0. 
Proof. The system AX = B, X = X ’ is consistent if and only if the 
system’ 
[(G jvecX= (2iij (9) 
is consistent, for which it is necessary and sufficient that 
i(~~~(~~-~~~~~~=~~~~~. (10) 
This yields AA-B = B, A(A-B)’ = BA-A, and symmetry of A-BA-A, 
‘The system (9) differs from (3) in that the implied equation AX’ = B is added. This 
enables us to use Lemma 1. A corresponding lemma for the system (3) gives less tractable results. 
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which three conditions are equivalent to the two given in the theorem. Note 
that AA-B = B for one choice of A- implies its validity for any A-, If 
consistent, the new system is equivalent to the original one. The minimum- 
norm solution is 
(11) 
and for the general solution one adds 
with Z an arbitrary (n, n) matrix. The stated results follow. n 
An alternative proof can be given using the elimination approach to the 
system AX = B, X = X ‘. The system is then first reduced to (ISA)@ = 
vet B, where y = Lvec X, with L and D the elimination and duplication 
matrices of Magnus and Neudecker (1980). As y’D’Dy = llX[l for symmetric 
X, the theorem would then rest on the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2. A reflexive generalized inverse of (Z@A)D is given by 
LN[Z@A- +(I-A-A)sA-1, (13) 
with N = f(Z + K). Moreover, (13) is a minimum-norm inverse in the metric 
of D’D. 
Proof. Using the properties of K, L, D, and N [Magnus and Neudecker 
(1979, 1980)], the product of (13) and (Z@A)D equals 
Z-L[(Z-A-A)@(Z-A-A)]D, (14 
and properties (i) and (ii) follow. The stated minimum-norm property follows 
from the symmetry of the product of D’D and (14); see e.g. Rao and Mitra 
(1971, p. 45). n 
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4. THE DIMENSION OF THE SOLUTION SPACE 
THEOREM 3. The dimension of the solution space to the linear system (3) 
is i(n - r)(n - r +l), where r = rank A. 
Proof. From the proof of Theorem 2, the dimension of the solution 
space equals the rank of the matrix between braces in (12). Using Lemma 1, 
this matrix reduces to 
+(Z+K)[(Z-A-A)@(Z-A-A)]; (15) 
cf. Don (1985). It is idempotent; hence its rank equals its trace which is 
itr[(Z-AA-A)@(Z-A-A)]++trK[(Z-A-A)@(Z-A-A)] 
= i[tr(Z - A-A)]‘+ itr(Z - A-A) 
The first equality uses Theorem 3.l(xiv) of Magnus and Neudecker (1979). m 
COROLLARY. 
=n2-i(n--r)(n-r+l). (16) 
This corollary was derived along different lines by Neudecker (1985). 
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